GeminEYE Handheld

World’s most advanced LPR on Android
AI-powered real-time License Plate Recognition in
the palm of your hand.

Cost effective and extremely portable
Extremely portable, affordable and easy-to-use license
plate reader, anywhere for everyone.

Enhance your workflow
GeminEYE Handheld helps business to streamline and
improve their workflow with its incorporated AI and
app features.

“By removing expensive barriers to entry, cities worldwide can provide their citizens with a number of civic services, including
fair parking and guidance solutions, as well as ensuring they are safe and clean to live in.”
Subhash Challa, CEO - SenSen Networks

“Parking officers can identify valid
visitors within parking facilities through
whitelists and blacklists.”

Secure Parking, New Zealand

“Monitor and control all vehicles within
parking facilities, and alert security to
vehicles of interest.”

City of Las Vegas, United States

“The City Council wants to identify illegal
parking faster to
improve traffic
condition.”

Nelson City Council, New Zealand

“GeminEYE offers intelligence for parking
enforcement, and permit management.”

United Public Safety, United States

Get a quote: please contact sales@sensen.ai

Why GeminEYE Handheld
Features & Benefits
Gemineye is a highly versatile smartphone app designed to address the smart city
infrastructure monitoring applications including on-street and off-street car parks and
collecting data on people and vehicle movements. It’s incorporated AI and app features
include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

ANPR
Vehicle make, model, and color
Classified and directional counts
Support both free-flow video or still image capture.
High-res video streaming/recording
Image watermarking, and privacy masking
Powered by SenSen’s central back office software (SenBOS) for robust feature set
○
Vehicle Lists Enrollment
○
Central Management
○
Infringement Review
○
Vehicle owner lookup integrations
○
Parking Infringement Ticket Processing
○
Violations Export
○
Business Intelligence

Business Values
● Low cost, rapid deployment, operation ready
● Seamless integration and customization
● Turn data into insights

Enhance Business Workflow
With automation and results in real-time, GeminEYE will increase your organization’s
productivity and returns.

PARKING MANAGEMENT
This solution improves the efficiency of parking rangers through automatic entry of
number plates and matching against various lists for .

PRIVATE CAR PARK
With GeminEYE, safety officers can monitor and control vehicles entering a site, and
identify genuine visitors through whitelists and blacklists for preferred access.

LAW ENFORCEMENT
Enabling police and other law enforcement to record vehicles in real-time, which
accelerates investigations and results in more successful cases.
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